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Generating Design Ideas
Brainstorming
You probably did some brainstorming at Key

Stage 3. Here is a reminder.

Brainstorming is:

▲ a process for getting ideas out of your head!

▲ a process for getting ideas you didn’t know

you had!

▲ a process that uses questions and

associations and links ideas to actions;

▲ a process you can do on your own, but it is

usually better in a group.

Brainstorming an idea can help you to identify a wider

range of options for your designing and making and

to work out how best to develop these ideas.

How to brainstorm
▲ First state the problem or need.

▲ Record every idea suggested as words,

phrases or pictures.

▲ Produce as many ideas as possible.

▲ Don’t make judgements until the brainstorming

pattern is complete.

▲ Allow enough time for new and diverse ideas

to emerge, but agree a time limit so that ideas

remain fresh.

▲ Sort out ideas by considering which are

unrealistic, inappropriate and unachievable

and removing them. What is left will give you a

focus for action.

What can I use for this?
By asking this question you can identify design

options. You can give each possiblity a yes/no

verdict based on specific criteria – availability, cost,

effectiveness and feasibility.  You can refine the

remaining options using similar criteria until you

are left with a ‘best’ solution. Here is an example.

A small show which sells memorabilia

from the 1950s to the present day has

decided to revamp its image so that it

appears to a more up-market clientele.

It has changed its name from ‘Granny’s

Attic’ to ‘Past Investments’. The design

of the shop sign is the focus of the

brainstorm.

This brainstorming session gave full details of the

overall image, font, material and fixings for the

sign. Notice that the brainstormers used image

boards plus Font, Materials Chooser Chart and

Fixings Chooser Chart from the Product Design

Student’s Book to answer some of the questions.
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Plastics Chooser Chart

Material Properties

Acrylic (available stiff and storng but not tough;

as sheet, rod scratches easily;

and tube) wide range of colours

available; thermoplastic.

Avante Garde
Chicago
Caramond
Helevetica
Mojo
Monaco
Palatino
Times

A sign for Past

Investments
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What can I use this for?
This is the sort of brainstorming that you use when you

have some technical capabilities and aren’t sure what to

do with then.

Imagine that you live in a historical town and you have a

digital camera.  These pictures can be fed into your

computer and used with desk-top publishing software to

produce illustrated printed material.  You can use

brainstorming to find something useful to do with all this

knowledge.

Here is an example. Notice how the brainstormers have

used the PIES approach within their brainstorming

approaches.

Where?

at home, at work, whilst

travelling on public transport,

whilst out walking or cycling, in

zoos, museums, in shopping

malls and town centres

Who?

tourists with special interests

tourists in general

resident population

young, middle aged, elderly

Why?

Physical, Intellectual,

Emotional, Social

needs

When?

leisure time, work time,

domestic time, travelling time

What?

flyers, posters,

broadsheets, pamphlets

DIGITAL CAMERADIGITAL CAMERADIGITAL CAMERADIGITAL CAMERADIGITAL CAMERA

DESK TOPDESK TOPDESK TOPDESK TOPDESK TOP

PUBLISHINGPUBLISHINGPUBLISHINGPUBLISHINGPUBLISHING

Who? What? Where? When? Why?

Tourist with special interest Pamphlets Whilst out cycling Leisure time Physical: cycling

Intellectual:  finding out new things

Emotional:   security

SRT 4
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Possible Possible Possible Possible Possible Budget When used Possible

uses places theme or lighting sound user

ambience

study home fantasy natural silent low special male

occasions only

relaxation school period bright quiet medium day time female

physical work natural world dark buzzing high evening <12

exercise

buying and a leisure made world floodlighting noisy everyday 13-18

selling facility

consultation whilst certain people spot lighting  live music 19-25

travelling

waiting modern flashing recorded 26-35

lighting music

eating and light hearted wall washing 36-45

drinking

entrance & serious wall washing 46-55

reception

administration neutral 56-65

designing 65+

model making

manufacture

Attribute analysis
You may have used attribute analysis at Key Stage 3.  Designers and engineers use it to help them

produce new designs from familiar products.

Here is an attribute analysis table for an interior.  The headings of the table describe attributes which

will affect the final design. You can read across the columns and combine different words from each

column to create new designs. Some combinations will be totally inappropriate, while others will offer

viable design ideas. In the examples shown both combinations give interesting and worthwhile designs.
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Observational drawing
You can use observational drawing to give you a reference for what things look like

and to help you get ideas. Here are some examples showing where observational

drawing has been used to help with designing.

Observational drawing Resulting design

These drawings of Islamic patterns provided ideas

for the sorts of lettering to use in the sign for a shop.

These drawings of car silhouettes helped with

the design of icons to go in a ‘best buy’ chart.

These drawings of leaves helped with the

design of a child’s ecology board game.

These drawings of fish helped to provide ideas

for packaging products to be sold at a sea

world park.

BEST BUYS

  ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓

SRT 5a
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Investigative drawing
You can investigate the way something works by doing careful drawings that try to explain how it

works.  Here’s how to do it.

▲ First find out how it works by using it and looking at

it quickly.

▲ Write down what you have to do to make it work

and what you think might be happening when it

works.

▲ Then investigate how it works by looking more

closely. Use a hand lens for close-up views. Look

inside and if necessary undo parts to get a good

view.

▲ Draw the parts you can see and add notes and

other drawing to show what the different parts do.

SRT 5b

An investigation of Easter egg packaging

produced this series of drawings. By looking

closely at the different parts, trying to

understand how they make a 3D form from a

2D shape, and how they fit together, you can

gain a better understanding of the way the

packaging works.


